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In this paper we study the polynomials orthonormal on the interval ( - oo, + oo) 
with the weight 
SS(x) = (x2Y(a + x2)a exp ( - x2 + 2bx) 
where a, /3, a and b are real numbers satisfying the conditions in Section 2,1. 
These polynomials in the present paper are a generalisation of the classical 
Hermite's polynomials and also of the polynomials introduced by J. Korous in 
[III]. The methods which we employ are different from those of Mr. Korous. 
It is easy to pass from above defined polynomials to the polynomials orthonor-
mal on the interval (0, + <*>) with the weight 
xfi(a + x)a e~x 
which are obviously generalized Laguerre's polynomials. 
§ 1. SoHje fundamental properties of orthonormal polynomials 
1,1. Notation. In this paper we use of the following notation: 
n 
(1,1a) Jf is the set of all non-negative integers, n e X. If P(x) = ^ #**\ an =£ 0, then 
the degree of P(x) is n. If P(x) = 0, then degree of P(x) is — oo. 
(1,1b) P(x) = Jtnothe degree of P(x)^n . 
(1,1c) meJf, neJf, m + n^6mn = 0, dn,n = l 
(l,ld) <5>0 and c,>0 (/ = 1,2, ...) 
are constants independent of n and of x, t, etc. in the interval in question. 
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(l,le) k,(x) (/=1,2...) 
are functions of x and n such that |k,(x)|<c,. 
The numbering of c{ and kt(x) is independent in every section. 
The integrals in this paper are those of Lebesgue. 
1.2. Let w(x)^0 be a function and ./ an interval such that for every n 
(1,2a) 0<$,\xn\w(x)dx< + *> 
Then for every n there exists one and only one polynomial. 
* = 0 
such that 
(1,2c) meX, neX^\ lPm(x)Pr(x)w(x)dx = 6mn 
Pn(x) is called the orthonormal polynomial with weight w(x) on / . 
Proof. [II], p. 74. 
1.3. We introduce the following notations: For meJf, neN. 
( 1 , 3 a ) Pn(x,t)=fJPv(x)Pv(t) 
v = 0 
(1,3b) pm,n\f(t)] = S,f(t)Pm(t)Pn(t)»(t)&t 
(1,3c) pm.Mt)] = S,f(t)Pm(t)P„(t)w(t)dt 
(1,3d) Pm.n[x,f(t)] = I ,f(t)Pm(t)Pn(x, t)w{t)dt 
(1.3e) Pm..[x,f(t)] = f,f(t)Pm(t)PK(x, t)w(t)dt 
If L„(x), Q„(x) etc are orthonormal polynomials, then Qn(x, t), qm.„[f(t)] etc are 
the expressions analogous to those in (1,3a)—(l,3e). 
1 4. Put 
d,4a) <7o = 0, «>0-»«7» =-£-}-
" 0 
Then 
(1,4b) [x-Pn.n(x)\Pn(x) = qn+lPn+l(x) + qnPn-i(x) 
and 
(1,4c) x±t^(x-t)Pn(x,t) = qn+l[P i(x)Pn(t)-Pn(x)Pn+l(t)]. 
(1,4b) is a recurrence formula for the polynomials P„(x) and (1,4c) s the 
Chnstoffel formula. 
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1,5. Let P(x)= ]•>***, an±0. Then 
* = o 





(l,5e) P M = ; ^ P 0 , Л * , P ( t ) ] a 0 
Further 
d,5d) Po,n[P(t)]= * 
/ 7 ( 0 ) / 7 ( л ) « 0 " 0 
and 
(l,5e) meJf, neJf, m>n^po,m[P(t)] = 0. 
Proof. [II], p. 74. 





§2. The polynomials Ln(x) 
2,1. Let # >0, a, /? be arbitrary real numbers such that 
(2,1a) b±0d>/3 = 0, b = 0^P>-k 
Denote % = ( - oo, + oo) and put 




* = 0 
be orthonormal polynomial with weight ££(x) on <?f. 
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2.2. It follows from the definition that J£n(x) is an even (odd) function, if n is 
even (odd) and b = 0. 
2.3. Let &£Xx) for /? > - \ be the orthonormal polynomial with weight x2Pe x on 
the interval (0, + oo)? i.e. J£
l
n
fi)(x) is the normalized Laguerre polynomial of order 
2/3. Then for b =0 and a - 0 
(2,3a) &2n(x) = &*-lf2Xx2)9 Z2n^(x) = x$T
l 2)(*2) 
(See [I], p. 135). 
2.4. The polynomials 5£n(x) are a generalization of the polynomials of J. Korous 
His polynomials have the weight (a + x2)ae~x2 + 2bx. (See [III] and also [IV] and 
[V]). 
§ 3. Properties of the polynomials 5£n (x) 
3.1. With the notation introduced in Section 2,2 we employ the following 
notation: 
(3,1a) Ao = 0, A I > 0 = > A „ - ^ -
Taking into account the notation introduced in Section 1,3 we may wr'te 
(3,1b) x*t^(x-t)Sen(x, t) = A„+1[<e„+1(x)Xn(t)-£n(x)£n+>(t)] 
3.2. Making use of the symbol (1,3b) we obtain 
(3,2a) /„.„(.) = b + «/„.„f.(a + .2)-'] . 
Proof. 1. Let b = 0. Then t(a +12)~'^„(t)£e(t) is an odd function of . and (3,2a) 
is evident. 
2. Let bj=0. By integrating by parts we obtain in virtue of (l,5e) 
Ln(t)= -_ l^n(t)(a + t2re2b' d(_"'2) = 
= K.„(l) + iln,„[2b + 2at(a + t
2)-l] = b + aln„[t(a + t
2)-1]. 
3.3. We have 
( 3 ' 3 a ) A„=lV/i + ©(l) for n ^ + oo. 
Proof. Making use of (1,6a) we obtain by integrating by parts 
(1) A„ = /„,„_,(.) = 
= -\ \/&(t)%n-M)(t
2Y(a + t2)ae2b- d(-"'2) = 
= i2i:,n-l(t) + hlUn(l) + Plnn-l(r
l) + 
+ a/„,„-1[/(a + .
2) '] 
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It is easy to prove 
(2) /.,._,[>(„-+.-2n=©(i) 
Taking into account (1,6b) it follows from (1) 
(3) A ^ r z A ^ + ^ U ^ + O a ) 
(3,5a) is a consequence of (3). 
3.4. The following formula is true 
(3,4a) 2&x) = 2pdnx-'Sen (x) - 2XnS£n.l{x) -
-2aS£n,n-Ax,t(a + t
2)-*]. 
where _£,,„ l[xJ(t)] is defined by (1,3d). 
Proof. Taking into account the remark in Section 2,2 we have 
(1) Sen-(x)-2pdnx-*S£n{x) = jtn„l = ^kvSev(x) 
v = 0 
K = lUl)-2pdJn.v(r
i). 
By integration by parts we deduce 
K=-L.\jt lg[2(t)-ipdjY
1} = 
= 2ln.v[t-at(a + t
2)-1].* 
Hence 
(2) K-i = 2ln-2aln.n.1[t(a + t
2)-i] 
and 
(3) v<n-l^K=-2aln.v[t(a + t
2)-']. 
(3,4a) is a consequence of (1), (2) and (3). 
3.5. Making use of the notation in the Section 1,3 we have 
(3,5a) X-\a + x2)^en,n.l[x, (a + t
2)~l] = 
= ln,n_l[(x + t)(a + t
2)-1]£n(x)-
- U ^ + rK. + z r ' R - . W . 
* n even =>v odd =>r'_?„(.') = .-„_,. 
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Proof. Since ._f-,„_i(jt, t) = nn-1 with respect to the variable t and 
(a +12)-1 = (a + x2)-1 -(x- t)(x + t)(a + x2)-\a +12) ' 
we deduce (3,5a) by means of (1,4c) 
3.6. The following formula similar to (3,5a) is true 
(3,6a) k-^a + x2)^,^, t(a + t2)~1] = 
= ln,n.1[(tx-a)(a + t
2)-1]X(x)-
-^[(tx-aXa + t2)-1]^-^) 
Proof. Since 
(3,6b) t(a + t2yi-x(a + x2)-1 = 
= (x- t)(tx - a)(a + x2y\a +12)-1 
(3,6a) follows by a similar argument as (3,5a). 
3.7. For brevity put 
(3,7a) tp(x, t) = (x + t)(a + t2)-'[(a +12)-1 + (a + x2)-1] 
Then 
(3,7b) X-^a + x2)^,^^, (a + t2)~2] = 
= ln,n.l[tp(x, t)]2n(x)-ln,n[xl>(x, O R - . W 
Proof. Since 
(a +12)~2 = (a + x2)-2 + (x- t)ip(x, t) . 
(3,7b) follows by a similar argument as (3,6a). 
3.8. The following formula will be established 
(3,8a) X',„-.[*, t(a + t2)-1] = x(a + x2)-1^-1(x) + 
+ Xn(a + x
2yi{i:,n-1[(tx-a)(a + t
2)-1]2n(x)-
- [ X + /„ ,„[TM*, ' ) ]=2U(* )} , 
where 
(3,8b) xp,(x, t) = (a + t2yx{[a-b-a + { + (a- \)(a +12)'1^-
-a[t-b-(a- \)t(a +12)~'] - fix} . 
Proof. 1. Making use of (3,6b), (1,5c) and (1,4c) we deduce 
(1) X.n-i[x, t(a + t2)~1] = x(a + x2yiX(x) + 






We notice that 
(2) b = 0^>i:.n-l[t(a + t
2)-i} = 0, 
KA(a + t2) "] = 0 . 
2. Integrating by parts we receive 
(3) lUt(a + rT1] = - SAa + t2)-1£(t)d[2n(t)} = 
= -\ln,n[(a + t
2Yl(-2t2 + 2bt + l + 2p)}-
-ln.n[(a-l)(a + t
2Y2t2} = 
= 1 + \ln.n[(a + t
2Y\2a -2bt-2a + l- 2p)] + 
+ ( a - l ) < „ [ ( « + /T 2 ] 
Similarly we have in virtue of (2) 





= ln.n[(a + t
2)-'(t- b)} - (a - l)ln.n[t(a +t
2)'1} 
as 6*0=>/3 = 0. 
(3,8a) is a consequence of (1)—(4). 
3,9: For brevity write 
(3,9a) ®n(x) = a(a + x
2)-Hn,n[(tx - a)(a + t2)~x} 
(3,9b) ®n(x) = ftU;
1*-1 - a(a + x2)ln.n-\(tx - a)(a +1
2)''} 
Then 
(3,9c) . \x-i<e:(x)=[i + mn(x)]^n^(x)+Qn(x)£en(x) 
If we employ the notation for l + $)n(x)i=0 
mn(x) (3,9d) dn(x) = 
(3,9e) e„(x) = 
i + mn(x) 
s»,(») 
1 + 4 W 
then 
(3,90 l + ®n(x)±0^>2kn<£n_1(x) = 
= dn(x)^(x) + en(x)^„(x) 
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The proof follows from (3,4a) and (1,4c) 
3,10. Put for brevity 
(3,10a) fn(x)= -lnAVi(t)] + ^fxdn(x) 
(3,10b) hn(x) = i:,n.A(tx - a)(a + t
2)"1] - xen(x) 
where Vi(t) is defined by (3,8b) 
Then 
(3,10c) (a-^x2)X,n-Ax, t(a + t2Y1] = 
= ix#:(x) -fn(x)kn<£n-x(x) + hn(x)K%n(x) 
The proof follows from (3,8a) and (3,9f) 
§ 4. Some inequalities 
4.1. Let f(x) be a function such that 
( 4 , l a ) s=sup|/(jc)|<+oo 
Jter 
Then 
(4,1b) meJT, n e^=>4,,„[|/(0|]=^ 




2„(l) = s 
4.2. Put 
(4,2a) 4 =max {|a|4.„[(l + /2)-<1/2)|a|4.„-,t(l +12) '^]} 
Making use of the notation introduced in Section 1,1 we may write 
(4,2b) 4 = c.|a| 
Proof. (1,4a) 
4.3. The following formulas are valid for x e ¥ 
(4,3a) .Sf„.„-I[^,(a + r
2)-1] = 
= V^(l+x2ril'2)L[kl(x)£en(x) + k2(x)^n.1(x)] 
(4,3b) X,n-Ax,t(a + t2r^] = 
= V^(l + x2)-il'2\[ki(x)X(x) + k4(x)^n.i(x)] 
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(4,3c) if„,„_1[x,(a + /
2YI] = 
= V^t(l + x2yiin[k5(x)^n(x) + k6(x)^n.1(x)] 
Proof. (3,3a), (3,5a), (3,6a) and (3,7b) in connection with (4,1a). 
4.4. The following equations are valid for x e «? for the expressions defined in 
Section 3,9. 
(4,4a) 0in(x) = a(\ + x^'^iMx) 
(4,4b) 3n (x) - pdXx-
1 = a(a + x2)-(1/2)i„k2(x) 
Further there exists xo = 0 such that for |JC| >JC0 
(4,4c) • dn(x) = a(a + x
2y(1/2\k3(x) 
and 
(4,4d) en(x) = a(a + x
2)-(U2Hnh(x) 
Proof. (3,9a), (3,9b), (3,9d) and (3,9e). 




2) = £)(n) for n-+ + °° 
Proof. Clearly 
(1) ln,„(r2) = 2 r^n(t)t
2^2(a + t2)e-2dt 
JO 
Since 
r1-S?n(0 = O(l) for / - > 0 -
we obtain from (1) by integration by parts for fie.?0 
(2) ln,n(r
2) = Y^jp MAr1) + /„,„[«(* +12)-1 -2]} 
If we employ formula (3,9c) i.e. 
_?„'(/) = 2A„[l + _..(0]if„-I(t) + 2A_?„(.)__;(0 
and the inequalities (4,4a) and (4,4b) i.e. 
9SM) = *.(**), 9>M = pXSr1 + tk2(t) 
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we obtain from (2) 
(3) /„,„(r2) = T4f^L„(r
2) + 
+ rkp U..n[rlk3(t) + lH.m-1[k4(t)]} • 
Using Schwarz—Bufiakovski's inequality we deduce by (3) and (3,3a) 
(4) (^\)2lUr2)<[cJ„ „(r2) + c2]n 
4.6. Let /? satisfy (4,5a) and b be arbitrary. Then 
(4,6a) S,£'n
2(t)£(t)dt = £)(n) for rz--> + oo 
Proof. Employing (3,9c) and (4,5b) we obtain 
Sf2'n\t)2{t) At<CXkViln-Un-xO) + Ln(l)} + 
+ \(3\dnln,n(r
2)<c3n 
4.7. By using Schwarz—Bufiakovski's inequality we deduce by (4,5a) for fie /„ 
and b arbitrary 
(4,7a) 
4'.»-i[(l + t2)-<1/2)] = 0 ( л V 4 ) fOГ Л ^ + æ 
4,8. Let f„(x) and h„(x) be defined by (3,10a) and (3,10b) respectively. Then for 
P satisfying (4,5a), x > | x 0 | , which is defined in Section 4,4, we have 
(4,8a) . fn(x) = (l + x2YluniMx) 
h„(x) = (l+x2Y(U2)VT„k2(x) 
Proof. (4,3a), (4,3b), (4,3c), (4,4c), (4,4d) and (4,7a). 
§ 5. Differential equations connected with the polynomials 
2J,x) 
5,1. Notation: 
(5,1a) q>(x, t) = (a + x2Y'[(2a + 2a + 20- l)(x + t) + 
+ 2b(tx -a) + Aa(\ - a)xp(x, t)] 
where tp(x, t) is defined by (3,7a). 
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Further in the notation of (3,10a) and (3,10b) put 
(5,1b) (a + x2)a*n(x) = ln,n.l[(p(x, t)]-2hn(x) 
(5,1c) (a + x2)jn(x) = 2fn(x) + ln,n\<p(x, /)] 
and 
(5,ld) an(x) = a*(x)-\jn(x)en(x) 
and 
(5,le) (a + x2)bn(x) = hdn(x)jn(x) 
Assertion. Let 0Sn(x) be defined by (3,9a) and 1 + _#„(x) =£0. Then 
(5,lf) <£-\x)±c[X(xmx) + 
+ [2n + 2pd„x-1 - 2aa*n(x)]<e(x) = 2ajn(x)^n.1(x) 
(5,lg) 2~\x)^ [2&x)2(x)-2abn(x)<£n-(x) + 
+ [2n + 2pdnx-
2 - 2aan(x)]2„ (x) = 0 . 
Proof. 1. We see at once that 
(1) _*„(*) = 2-\x) - ^ [X(x)£(x) - 2ax(a+x2)-^(x) + 
+ 2(n-f3dnx-
2)£n(x) = Jtn-1 
Therefore 
(2) ^n(x) = "^Kjev(x) 
v=0 
where 
(3) *v + 2ai:,v[t(a + Z
2)"1] + 2t36Jn,v(r
2) = 
= fr2,(t) d[_?„'(/)_?(/)] = jV_?-(/) d[_£'(/).Sf(/)] = 
= /^.(Z)^(/)_?(/) d/ + 2a/v',„[/(„ + z
2)-1] + 2pdJn,v(r
2) 
Since _<,(.*) »;r-_i, it follows from (3) 
(4) JC. = 2a{i:,n[t(a + Z
2)"1] - £„[/(« + z2)-'] = 
= 2a£ /(a + /2)-^„(/)_f(/) d [= |g ] 
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2. Integrating by parts we deduce from (4) 
(5) Kv + 4a!n-v[t(a + t
2)-*] = 2a.„, [(a + t2) \2t2)-
-2bt-2p-l-2(a-l)(a + t2) lt2] = 
=-2a(l -2a-2a-2p)ln,v[(a + t
2) ' ] -
-4abl„v[t(a + t
2) '] + 8aa(a - l)/„v[(a + .*
2) *] . 
3. It is easily seen from (5) that 
(6) sin(x)- -4aXn;n ,[r, t(a +t
2)'1 + 
+ 2a5£„,n-\x, qp,(x, t)] 
where 
<Pi(x,t)-
= (a + t2) 1[l-2a-2/3-2a-2bt + 4a(a-l)(a + t2) '] 
Using (3,5a), (3,6a), (3,7b) end (3,8d) in connection with (3,9f) and (5,1a) we 
obtain in case 1 -1- S5„ (x) + 0 the equation 
ia + x*)s? (x)= -2ax$n'(x) + 2a{2f„(x) + 
+ l„„[<p(x,t)VJ£ t(x)} + 
+ a{2hn(* '„ _ [qp(x, 0 1 J U W 
If we substitute here from 3,9f) i e 
k„£n-i(x)-2 d„(xW(x) \-\en(x)$n(x) 
we obtain (5,If) and (5,1 g) 
5,2. Let x0 be the numuer defined J I U Section 4,4. Then for |x |>^ 0 and /? 
satisfying (4,5a) the following equations are true: 
(5,2a) a*n(x) = (a+ ''nVi^^x) 
(5,2b) at ; ) --(! x
2) <"- nVT„k2(x) 
(5,2c) b„(x) = C ^x) < ~ink(x) 
(5,2d) £„'(*) "-(1 + x ) u,2)i„k4(x) 
(5,2e) j„(x) = (1 x2)'°,2)ink5(x) 
Proof. (4,3a), (4,3b), (4,3c), (4,4c), (4,4d), (4,7c), (4,8 ), (4,8b). 
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О КЛАССЕ ОБОБЩЕННЫХ ЭРМИТОВЫХ МНОГОЧЛЕНОВ 
Франтишек Пуховски 
Резюме 
Исследуются многочлены 5Еп(х), п=0, 1, 2, ..., ортонормальные в интервале ( — <*>, + °°), 
учитывая функцию 
&(х) = (а + х2)а (х2Уе~х2+2Ьх; 
где д<0, Ъ, а, /3-вещественные константы такие, что 
г>~-0ф/3 = 0, ^ = 0 ф / 5 > - | . 
Выводится отношение (3, 4а) для Л%(х) и два линейных дифференциальных уравнения (5,И) и 
(5,1^) для многочленов 5Еп (х). Кроме того в § 4 выводятся разные неравенства для многочленов. 
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